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This could very well be a fraught journey—one that enables the upending of myths or 
their further fuelling.  Precisely because Roberto Chabet’s art practice spans half a 
century, those venturing to make sense of his work may be tempted to anchor it to 
merely timebound frames and thus inadvertently reduce it such banalities as:  flawed 
accounts of history, and a silly notion of having it all figured out because one had 
happened to live through those moments.  Chabet himself however quips:  “I was too 
young to be a beatnik, too old to be a hippie, and too young to die”, thus suggesting an 
in-betweeness begging for more invested engagement.    To my mind, what has been 
underplayed in the series of Chabet exhibitions thus far is the latent intertextuality that 
informs the artist's practice and thus, despite the enigma that Chabet has been publicly 
presented as, he and his work do come inscribed with traces of the contestation of ideas 
borne outside his own mental studio of sorts.  In my book, this casts Chabet in much 
more humane terms and dispels the notion that the discourse around and on him can be 
contained or merely manoeuvred within the bounds of a tacky script caricaturing him as 
conceptual hermit. 
 
In this three-suite exhibition of works Lopez Museum lays out as part of Roberto 
Chabet:  Fifty Years,  we literally invoke three sub-texts as immediate context for the 
works on show.  Four Directions draws from Allen Ginsberg’s “On the Cremation of 
Chogyam Trungpa, Vidyadhara” which comes out of several Ginsberg anthologies 
including Big	  Sky	  Mind:	  Buddhism	  and	  the	  Beat	  Generation,	  which	  of	  course	  comes	  
pegged	  on	  the	  sixites	  as	  are	  Chabet's	  two smaller landscapes produced in this period.  
Big Sky Mind in turn was the now stolen identity which propped up the practice of 
erstwhile Chabet students-conceptual artists running and showing in this now defunct 
artist-run-space.  Tabo, Chabet's first and only video installation to date, draws from the 
first chapter of Rizal's El Filibusterismo along with James Joyce's Finnegans Wake and 
their shared asides on social class and the conscriptions of space and time.  D-I-Y 
Chabet, Pablo Biglang-Awa's project pegged on, among other things, discourses on the 
precious and everyday, also references how Lopez Museum houses Chabet's archive and 
thus at least potentially exercises the capacity to reconstruct and to know, to distil and 
even to wrestle with ideas, made at least theoretically possible by laying ground to work 
from.   
 
This three suite of works, loosely threaded by their invocations of diverse texts, 
modestly pose conflated points of conflict—Chabet’s vaunted anti-literalism and yet 
copious references to literature; his latent aversion to pretty pictoriality yet resolute 
insistence on clinical slickness (with nary a bolt out of whack in his installations); his 
passionately guarded autonomy yet slippages into nostalgic reverie (film, personal 
anecdotal memory, even the left of field stab at patriotism in his apparently unguarded 
moments).  As someone attempting to tangle with the documentation of his work and 
these latent “inconsistencies”, I sense a scent of subterfuge—a means perhaps, albeit 
unconscious, to keep from the artist from being handled so perfunctorily. After all no 



one presumably wants to be all figured out.  Where would the fun be in that?  But this 
seductive matching of wits is also of course at least one tipping point for much of the 
bile Chabet’s practice and his progeny have been subjected to—it is an arrogance that 
comes across as in your face and denigrating to those who recognize their 
underprivileged position in being held at bay, from knowing, asking, and perhaps 
wrestling with precisely the ideas being positioned as so elegantly and undeniably witty.  
But perhaps this juncture wherein Chabet has finally opened himself up to more 
unguarded scrutiny through the study of his work in archival mode may open up the 
public arena for even more dispassionate voices and minds who might just be enabled to 
do their homework before wholly entering into the fray.  Let us thus indeed, read, learn, 
and keep the questions coming. 
(ELR) 


